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HISTORY

On August 9, 1969, the doors of the Haunted Mansion first creaked open to ghoulish ghosts (and guests) looking for an unlivable home at its original location in New Orleans Square at Disneyland Park. In 1971, the Haunted Mansion was an opening-day attraction at Magic Kingdom Park in Walt Disney World, where it is part of Liberty Square.

As you enter the Haunted Mansion, you are taken into the Portrait Chamber featuring some of the ghosts in their “corruptible mortal state.” Suddenly, the chamber begins to stretch and, once you stop, you are led into a hallway filled with eerie lighting and transforming portraits. Shortly thereafter, as you enter your “Doom Buggy,” the Ghost Host greets you and prepares to take you on your haunting journey.

Your tour of the mansion offers a ghastly glimpse into the “after life,” including a séance conducted by Madame Leota, a ghostly party in the Grand Hall, complete with dancing and a birthday cake, followed by a trip up to the abode’s attic where a far-from-blushing bride and the Hatbox Ghost reside, all before ending up in the graveyard where the ghosts of the Haunted Mansion have gathered for a “swinging wake.”

MATERIALS

- Glue
- Scissors
- Tape
- Crayons

Please Note: When cutting with scissors and working with any of the materials listed above, adult participation and supervision is recommended.

PLAN INSTRUCTIONS

1. Color all the sheets as you like.

2. Lay the plan sheets according to the image above. This will be the base for your model. You can tape them together or keep them separate for easy storage.

3. Cut and fold the trees on Sheets J and K. Glue the tops, and place them around the plan. Make as many as you’d like!

4. Cut, fold, and glue the entry gate. Place this on the plan (Sheet I).

5. Cut and fold the Hitchhiking Ghosts. Place in front of the entry gate. Now you can start building the facades of the Haunted Mansion!
Mountain fold along the dashed lines and glue at the top!
Mountain fold along the dashed lines and glue at the top!
Mountain fold along the dashed lines and glue at the top!
1. Color all the sheets as you like.

2. Cut along the solid lines as indicated.

3. Fold the facades as indicated by the dashed lines.

4. Lay out the elevations as indicated on plan sheets D and E. Glue the tabs on each facade to the adjacent side as indicated.

5. Cut, fold, and glue porch according to the guidelines. See the images above for reference. Glue to facade B.
MANSION INSTRUCTIONS - PORTRAIT CHAMBER

1. Cut and fold the pieces on sheets 6 through 8.

2. Glue Panel A on the back support to the back of Panel A on the interior facade. Glue Panel B on the back support to the back of Panel B on the interior facade. This will create a pocket for the portrait top.

3. Accordian fold the gargoyles on the sconce piece and glue the thin horizontal strip to the top of the interior facade. We recommend attaching the sconce piece after you fold the interior walls so the gargoyles remain unfolded.

4. Glue the ceiling pieces as indicated on sheet 8. This will form the dome-like ceiling. Slip the portrait wall into the pocket formed by the interior facade and back support. Now you can move it up and down. Is the room actually stretching?
THE HAUNTED MANSION

Sheet Number: 1

Back support A to be glued to the backside of this elevation

Cut tabs along solid lines and fold back.

FACADE A

glue tabs from Facade D here

Cut tabs along solid lines and fold back.

glue tabs from Facade E here

glue tabs from Facade E here

glue tabs from Facade E here

glue tabs from Facade D here

glue behind Facade B (Sheet 2)
THE HAUNTED MANSION
Sheet Number: 2

FACADE B

Glue porch here

Cut tabs along solid lines and fold back.

Glue behind Facade C
FACADE C
CONSERVATORY

ROOF A

Tab 1
Tab 2
Tab 3
Tab 4
Tab 5
Tab 6
Tab 7

fold tabs and glue to back of Facade D

FACADE D

THE HAUNTED MANSION

Sheet Number: 4

fold back and glue to Facade A

glue tab 1 from Roof A behind here

Cut tabs along solid lines and fold back.

glue tab 2 from Roof A behind here

glue tab 3 from Roof A behind here

glue tab 4 from Roof A behind here

glue tab 5 from Roof A behind here

glue tab 6 from Roof A behind here

glue tab 7 from Roof A behind here

To Facade A

fold back and glue
FRONT PORCH

Glue this end to the front step.

Carefully fold this piece back and forth here

Use this surface to glue to Facade B

Fold into trapezoidal box.

Glue Rail here

PEDESTAL

STAIRS

RAILING WALLS
glue this panel to the back of Panel A on sheet 7

Panel A

glue this panel to the back of Panel B on sheet 7

Panel B

Fold these two tabs in to glue the floor onto

PORTRAIT CHAMBER - BACK SUPPORT
glue the sconce on top of this line

fold the gargoyles at these two lines
glue the side tab to the back of the adjacent ceiling panel.

Glue the floor to the tabs that are folded in from the Back Support.

glue the bottom tabs behind the portrait wall panels.
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